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To C ( tuiO7], it inctly conce77 ; 
Be it known that I, PUPO PUPESCHI, a sub 

ject of the King of Italy, and a resident of Flor 
ence, Italy, have invented certain new and 
useful Improvements in Musical Wind In 
struments, of which the following is a speci 
fication. 

In all wind instruments such as clarinets, 
Saxophones, oboes, flutes, &c., the short key 
moved by the little finger of the left hand 
produces only one fundamental note, usually, 
called C3 or G3 on the clarinet; G on the 
oboe and the flute. In order to reduce the 
number of keys and to give greater facility 
in slurring rapidly certain notes, I have in 

C 
G 

(clarinet), to produce two or three notes, 
fundamental sounds or relative harmonics, 
Without lifting the finger which makes it act. 

In the drawings Figures 1 and 2 represent 
in elevation my invention as applied to wind 
instruments. 

vented a mechanism allowing the key of 

The mechanism by which I replace the key 
C: 
G3 
ac and a plate S (Figs, 1 and 2). This plate is 

as formerly used, is composed of a lever 

not soldered as heretofore to the lever ac; but 
is connected to the ring D or to one of the 
rings D, E, F. The ring D has a spring of 
sufficient strength to lift the plate S which 
remains open when it does not receive the 
action of the lever a but in the normal state 
this lever a presses on the plate Sandisfitted 
With a spring of Superior strength to the one 
on the plate; the action of the lever a closes 
the plate S. 
In order to produce the double or even 

treble effect required taking the clarinet as 
an example (Fig. 1) I place the key H above 
the arm of the lever ac. The first action will 
then be: By pressing the little finger of the 
left hand on the end of the key H, the lever 
a swings, leaves the plate S and allows it to 
open. For the Second effect I keep the little 
finger on the end of the key Hand I produce 
the tone by the usual fingering; for the third 
effect of the same key HI maintain the little 
finger of the left hand on the key and pro 
duce the tone with the ordinary fingering of 
the clarinet. It is to be observed that in 
the three effects which have been described, 
the plate S, being connected to the ring D, 
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Will close itself naturally by the ordinary fin 
gering required for the production of the Sec 
Ond and third effects. I can obtain the same 
result by placing the key H underneath the 
lever ac. The multiple effect required could 
also be obtained by the mechanism shown in 
Fig. 2, in which the key II is combined with 
the key D and plate 4. 
The main feature of my invention consists 

glV1ng 

or three fundamental notes with their respect 
ive harmonics and consequently facilitating 
the fingering. 
The mechanism can be constructed in many 

Ways. I have then as example, in the clari 
C 
G B, 

C; in the oboe the G: key serving also to 
produce the low D2. In the flute the G 
could, taken by the long key, be used also to 
produce the C8 from the C2 or other notes. 
My invention can, naturally, be adapted to 

all instruments having in their construction 
a similar key to that designed in the clarinet 
under the name sin the oboe and the flute 
under the name of G. 
My invention may be adapted to the sev 

eral types of the clarinet family, the flute, 
the oboe, the bassoon and the saxophone, &c. 

I claim 
In combination in a wind instrument the 

plate S, the lever ac arranged to press Said 
plate down but formed separate therefrom, 
the ring D under spring tension connected to 
the plate S and arranged to lift the same 
when freed from the action of the lever ac, 
the spring for the lever a of greater strength 
than that for the ring D and the key H for 
operating the lever ac, Substantially as de 
scribed. 
In testimony that I claim the foregoing as 

my invention I have signed my name, in pres 
ence of two witnesses, this 1st day of Decem 
ber, 1892. 

in enabling the key to produce two 

net the key 
F: 

serving also to the notes 

PUPO PUPESCHI. 

Witnesses: 
JOHN VAL. JACKSON, 
SPRITO BERNARDEZ, 
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